Red The One-Eyed Horse Scholarship 2022 Contest

Red The One-Eyed Horse Contest is derived from the children's book, *Red The One-Eyed Horse* (available on Amazon: [https://www.amazon.com/Red-The-One-Eyed-Horse](https://www.amazon.com/Red-The-One-Eyed-Horse)). The Contest was established to inspire other children to consider inclusion, diversity, equity, and kindness in their life, and the positive contributions they wish to make to the community. To learn more about how to apply, click the link: [https://redtheone-eyedhorse.org](https://redtheone-eyedhorse.org).

About the Author:
Beatrice or “Bea” is a rising senior at CHS and an Arabian horse lover who holds three Youth National Championship titles. She is also the author of a children’s book, *Red The One-Eyed Horse* (available on Amazon!). Bea's inspiration for writing this children's book came from her experiences with Red and the valuable lessons he has taught her. She hopes to make a positive impact in the world by teaching children about the importance of diversity and inclusion, raising awareness of bullying, and encouraging kids to be kind to others. Outside her busy life as a student, author, and rider, Bea dedicates her free time to volunteering at Rising Stars Equestrian Therapy where she enjoys helping mentally and physically disabled children build their confidence and develop strength through physical rehabilitation. Since Bea believes in the power of equine therapy, she is donating all her book proceeds to Rising Stars so that people can continue to benefit from their program.

Just in case you're interested, below is the link to her book on Amazon and Rising Stars Equestrian Therapy.

[RedTheOne-EyedHorseBook](https://www.amazon.com/Red-The-One-Eyed-Horse)
[https://www.risingstarsofequestriantherapy.org/about](https://www.risingstarsofequestriantherapy.org/about)